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T
elehomecare involves the delivery of 
healthcare services to patients at home 
through the use of ICT. Based on centrally 
collected data through remote patient 
monitoring, specialized ICT-devices at the 

patient’s home provide healthcare services 
such as suggestions on sports activities or 
medication. The utility of those suggestions is 
determined by the collected highly sensitive 
patient data, which causes major concerns 
about the privacy of the patients. 
Our demo realizes telehomecare services while keeping all patient data confidential at all times. 
This increases patient trust into telehomecare and gives healthcare providers the technical means 
to comply with modern data privacy laws.

ICT science question
How can we use cryptography to protect user privacy in data-mining tasks? In theory, the crypto-
graphic technique of secure multiparty computation (SMC) allows multiple parties to jointly com-
pute a given function on each party’s input without any party learning the inputs of the other parties, 
thereby protecting the privacy of each party. In practice however, this general-purpose approach 
often turns out to be inefficient. 
For the first time, we have constructed a highly efficient SMC-protocol tailored for the computation 
of an ID3-decision tree. This tree can then be securely evaluated to form specific predictions.

Application
An ID3-decision tree is a commonly used data-mining algorithm used to provide medical advice to 
a patient based on sensitive data collected from other patients. With our partner, the rehabilitation 
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centre Roessingh, we use our privacy-preserving technology to realize the teletreatment of COPD-
patients in a privacy-friendly way.

Alternative Application
Our technology is also broadly applicable for computer vulnerability analysis and mitigation. Poten-
tial partners are small and medium enterprises that lack the financial means for IT-security experts 
helping to recover from cyber-attacks. On the basis of collected sensitive data on cyber-attack inci-
dents and their mitigation, our technology can automatically provide advice on how to mitigate cer-
tain attacks without expensive experts. Except for specialized graphical user interfaces, no heavy 
technical development is needed to bring this into practice. In the Netherlands, this service could 
be offered by the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC).

Nice to know
To show practical feasibility, our prototype has been tested with real patient data from an automated 
telehomecare system of the Dutch rehabilitation center Roessingh.

New technology to keep sensitive data confidential in complex data mining tasks ap-
plied to the setting of telehomecare to protect the privacy of patients.

Mechanisms that reduce the rewards of cyberattacks and surveillance by keeping valu-
able data confidential/encrypted at all times.

Our high-performance combination of R and MonetDB is published as Open Source 
software and can be used for your projects without licensing fees.

Novel cryptographic approach to efficiently perform data mining tasks in the encrypted 
domain, thereby keeping all underlying data confidential.
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